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Introduction to the Voter Guide 

Church Voter Guides is an independent 501(c)(3)  faith-based nonprofit organization. We serve the public by providing objective 
research and education on matters specifically of interest to Christians, primarily through the production and distribution of 501
(c)(3)-compliant, nonpartisan voter guides. 

Church Voter Guides does not endorse or oppose any candidates for public office or any political party. 

Church Voter Guides, a Chattanooga nonprofit, initially started in Colorado Springs in April of 2021. This new Voter Guide for the 
2022 General Election is being distributed electronically only, both through our interactive website and by downloadable and 
printable PDF files. We have produced one Voter Guide for each seat that is: (1) conducting an election this year, and (2) for 
which at least one candidate in that election answered our Questionnaire. Our Voter Guides are being promoted through a wide
-ranging network of area churches, faith-based non-profit organizations, mainstream and social media, and other means. 

The purpose of our Voter Guides is to educate and inform voters of each candidate’s positions on a variety of policy issues that 
they are likely to address if elected. As a Voter Guide designed to be distributed through Churches, we ask the candidates 
questions on topics that are of utmost interest to the Christian voter. 
 

How to Get the Most Benefit from this Voter Guide 

 

The core information in this Voter Guide comes directly from the County General Election  candidates themselves.    We asked 
them questions, they answered (with a 120 word limit), and we have published their responses here. In order to understand and 
and utilize this information to the fullest, so that you may vote in the most informed way, we suggest the following: 

1. Pray and ask the Almighty for discernment. The Kingdom of God is all about truth, while politics is a system 
 fraught with compromise. Make sure you consider the candidates’ answers with a Heavenly mindset. 

2.  Ask yourself, “Did the candidate actually answer the question, or rather side-step it, or give a fluff, wishy-  
   washy, and/or ‘political’ type answer that leaves you not really knowing where he/she truly stands on the    
    issue?” 

3. Learn more about the candidates running for County School Board Dist. 6 including their positions on issues we 
did not cover  in our questionnaire, by visiting their official campaign websites (if they have one.) The website URL 
for each  candidate  is listed in the Voter Guide. 

4. Educate yourself more about the Christian/Biblical perspective regarding many of the subjects covered in 
 our Voter Guide by reading topical articles on our website: www.VoteChattanooga.org  

5. Use search engines to find additional information about each candidate, including written articles and videos, 
 other voter guides, and even voting records for those who have served in public office before. You may even 
 want to watch online recordings of  the local County School Board Dist. 6 meetings to see how incumbents conduct 
themselves  and vote. 

6.  Reach out to the candidates themselves through the provided email addresses and other means, in order to 
 ask them questions of personal importance to you. Please make sure to show great respect toward each 
 candidate   and his/her time, especially to those with whom you disagree. Running for office is hard, stressful, 
 time-consuming work, and these are your fellow citizens who have lives, families, jobs…and feelings (just like 
 you!) 
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 What makes a Voter Guide 501 (c)(3) - Compliant and Nonpartisan? 

Federal tax law permits nonprofit 501(c)(3)  organizations to develop and distribute materials about political 
candidates’ positions on issues, in order to educate voters impartially and on a nonpartisan basis; meaning that it 
is free from party affiliation, bias, or designation. The IRS states that 501 (c)(3)  organizations may conduct any 
range of activities to promote voter participation and educate voters so long as it is nonpartisan. But, 501(c)(3) 
organizations are explicitly prohibited from supporting or opposing candidates for public office. 

 

Some of the activities 501(c)(3) nonprofits MAY perform: Conduct or promote voter registration; educate voters 
on the voting process; distribute nonpartisan sample ballots, candidate questionnaires, and voter guides; 
organize “get-out-the-vote” activities; encourage and help people to vote; educate the candidates on issues 
important to their organization; and continue to do issue advocacy during an election. 

 

So, first and foremost: Church Voter Guides does NOT endorse or oppose any candidates for public office or 
any political party. 

 

Second, all of our staff and volunteers are required to act in a nonpartisan manner when working for or 
representing the organization and the creation of the Voter Guide. 

 

Third, we do not edit, revise, or editorialize candidate responses to our Questionnaire. We do not even correct 
typos. Candidate answers are published verbatim, ensuring that their responses accurately represent their 
positions and perspectives on these issues. We then simply share this information through the Voter Guide, and 
you decide whom you believe to be the best candidate. 

 

To be fair and impartial, we reached out by email, text, and phone when determined necessary, to all registered 
candidates running for County School Board Dist. 6 throughout Hamilton County for their 2022 elections, inviting 
them to answer our questionnaire. Candidate information is presented in alphabetical order by last name.  If a 
Candidate did not respond at all, or did not choose to participate, or did not choose to respond to certain 
answers in the questionnaire, then it is noted where applicable. If there were not enough candidates running, 
then we did not produce a Voter Guide for that seat.  

 

                                                                                                                           ____________________________________ 
 

Join Our Growing Grassroots Coalition of Citizens, Churches/Nonprofit Organizations, 

and Media Partners Committed to Promoting the Voter Guide throughout Our Region 
 

Let’s get the word out! 

It’s simple. Just share our website URL all around the Hamilton County region: www.VoteChattanooga.org 

Tell your friends and neighbors, post on social media, and ask your Pastors to promote it to your               
congregation (we’ll even provide you /them with the announcement info and the slide deck.) 

 

Please contact us for any reason, we’d love to collaborate with you: Info@VoteChattanooga.org 

The “Small Print”: The information contained in this document is being provided for informational purposes only. It was obtained directly 

from candidates and other sources, and we have done our best to convey it to you accurately, but nothing herein has been “fact 

checked”. Utilize this Voter Guide at your own discretion. We take no responsibility for the factual nature of the content, or for publishing 

errors, etc. To the best of our knowledge, this Voter Guide is 501(c)(3)-compliant and officially nonpartisan, and thereby it does not 

support or oppose any candidate 
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Church Voter Guides does not endorse or oppose any candidates for public office or any political party 

County School Board | Survey Question Index 

1) School Board's Purpose: What do you view as the purpose and role of the Hamilton 

County School Board? 

2) Candidate's Focus/Expertise/Initiatives: What are your areas of special focus and/

or expertise and what top three initiatives would you undertake as a Hamilton Coun-

ty School Board Member? 

3) Moral Values: Should governmental laws, ordinances, regulations, etc. follow the 

moral principles of the Ten Commandments? Why or why not? 

4) Vision: What is your plan to get our schools back to the basics and fundamentals of 

public education? 

5) Budget: With 64% of taxpayer's money goes to education in Hamilton County. About 

1/3 of 3rd to 8th graders are able to read at grade level. Without raising the budget, 

what is your solution to improving reading levels? 

6) Parental Rights: What is the best way to involve parents in the student's education? 

Who do you believe is the most important stakeholder in a student's education? 

7) COVID Protocol: What is your position on school vax requirements, testing, contact 

tracing, masking and quarantines in the schools? 

8) CRT: What is your position for a curriculum that incorporates the teaching of diversi-

ty, equity and inclusion, Critical Race Theory and Social-Emotional Learning? 

9) Social-Emotional Learning/Sex Education: What is your stance of comprehensive 

sex ed, including details of LGBTQ sexual relationships being taught in schools K-12? 

What is your stance on gender neutrality, co-ed bathrooms, trans sports? 

10) Problem/Solution: What is your plan to tackle the problem with bullying, child sex 

crimes and the physical safety of our children? 

11) School Board Meetings: How can the board make greater accommodations for all 

citizens who want to participate in school board meetings, including public com-

ments? 
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Church Voter Guides does not endorse or oppose any candidates for public office or any political party 

Hamilton County 2022 General Election Elections Voter Guide  

(In alphabetic order) 

BEN CONNOR 

County School Board Dist.  #6 

JON BAKER 
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Church Voter Guides does not endorse or oppose any candidates for public office or any political party 

Hamilton County 2022 Primary School Board Elections Voter Guide  |  District # 6  |  Jon Baker 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

JON BAKER 

Candidate Information 

 

 

1) School Board's Purpose: What do you view as the purpose and role of the Hamilton County School 

 Board? 

 School Board members are the elected leaders of the Hamilton County school system. They are  

 responsible for hiring and supervising the superintendent.  They are responsible for ensuring that  

 students are educated and prepared to join society as good citizens.  They provide safe, healthy facilities 

 for learning to take place.  The board reviews and adopts policies towards the goal of education.  

 This includes budgets, funding, and curriculum. 

 

Party: Republican 

Email Address: 4KIDS4GOOD@GMAIL.COM 

Occupation/Vocation: RETIRED 

Resident of Hamilton County: 12 

Military Background: NAVY, ARMY, MERCHANT MARINE 
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Church Voter Guides does not endorse or oppose any candidates for public office or any political party 

Hamilton County 2022 Primary School Board Elections Voter Guide  |  District # 6  |  Jon Baker 

 

2)  Candidate's Focus/Expertise/Initiatives: What are your areas of special focus and/or expertise and 

 what top three initiatives would you undertake as a Hamilton County School Board Member? 

 3 areas of concerns:   

 Parental rights being violated. Repeated episodes of refusing oversight to parents.   

 Children are being indoctrinated. Administrative indifference to curriculum questions.   

 Increase in inherently divisive practices in school.  What my initiatives are:   

 Call for the monthly school board meeting to be held in a facility that can accommodate all of the 

 attendees.   

 Establish a hotline for parental complaints.   

 Conduct weekly random class audits based on complaints I receive. 

 

3) Moral Values: Should governmental laws, ordinances, regulations, etc. follow the moral principles of 

 the Ten Commandments? Why or why not? 

 I most certainly believe that when God was taken out of our government and our classrooms we lost our 

 moral compass. Simply looking at statistics on crimes and societal decay would bear out that  

 observation. Our Founding Fathers repeatedly acknowledged God as the Creator. They based many of 

 our  important documents on Christian Doctrine. When I take my seat on the School Board I will base my 

 decisions on 3 questions:   

 Is it for kids?   

 Is it for good?   

 Is it for God? 

 

4)  Vision: What is your plan to get our schools back to the basics and fundamentals of public education? 

 It is time for the return of common sense.   Common Core is an example of this. For 50 years the federal 

 government used this program’s funding to persuade local school districts to give up autonomy. They 

 mandated much of the outcomes we see today, i.e. spending inordinate amount of time studying for a 

 standardized test. When complaints rolled in, we were told that we could opt out of Common Core but, 

 the government would have to approve curriculums created. We have witnessed a catastrophic decline 

 in reading and math abilities in students. I propose the budget be reviewed for items that stray from the 

 educational mandate given by the people. 
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Church Voter Guides does not endorse or oppose any candidates for public office or any political party 

Hamilton County 2022 Primary School Board Elections Voter Guide  |  District # 6  |  Jon Baker 

 

5)  Budget: With 64% of taxpayer's money goes to education in Hamilton County. About 1/3 of 3rd to 8th 

 graders are able to read at grade level. Without raising the budget, what is your solution to improving 

 reading levels? 

 It will take a school system that can honestly look at the current situation. Most of the solutions offered 

 involve staffing more experts to study why kids can’t read. My proposal is to eliminate these experts and 

 hire more teachers and, I propose that all class sizes be reduced to a maximum of 15 students.  Doing 

 this  will allow teachers to identify and give extra attention those in need. Following the ratio given in the 

 question means 10 students with difficulty versus 23 students in current class sizes.  Additionally, small

 er class sizes will be attractive to parents considering alternative schooling. Thus, stopping the exodus of 

 thousands of students leaving public school. 

 

6)  Parental Rights: What is the best way to involve parents in the student's education? Who do you  

 believe is the most important stakeholder in a student's education? 

 Absolute transparency of curriculums and classrooms are mandatory. Schools have developed policies 

 over the last several decades which have placed barriers between parents and the schools.  

 These policies have to be changed to enable parents to participate.  Since the use of Zoom has become 

 normalized, parents should be able to view the activities of the classrooms during the day, or stream it at 

 night.   Asking who the most important stakeholder is very telling about the state of our society. Who 

 but  the guardian has the moral and legal right to raise their children? This country does not believe in 

 turning  our children over to the State nor, is there a Constitutional requirement they do so. 

 

7)  COVID Protocol: What is your position on school vax requirements, testing, contact tracing, masking 

 and quarantines in the schools? 

 If you have been following the recent news, you will see all of the responses to c19 are either being 

 eliminated or, reduced to meaningless rules and regulations.   We are now seeing the physical, mental, 

 and spiritual damage caused by the inept and emotional leadership. The CDC has now admitted there 

 has been a 48% increase in attempted teen suicides. Students’ mental health issues are now becoming a 

 far greater problem than c19 was.   My position is to never close schools down again, except in the case 

 of dangerous weather. I will never mandate masks/vax again. That is strictly an individual choice. 
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Church Voter Guides does not endorse or oppose any candidates for public office or any political party 

Hamilton County 2022 Primary School Board Elections Voter Guide  |  District # 6  |  Jon Baker 

 

8)  CRT: What is your position for a curriculum that incorporates the teaching of diversity, equity and  

 inclusion, Critical Race Theory and Social-Emotional Learning? 

 The most important thing we have to keep in mind about these curriculums is their words do not have 

 the same definition as what we are familiar with. For the promoters of these doctrines, diversity means 

 requiring a statistical spread of races regardless of individual qualifications. Equity means equal out

 comes, not equal opportunity. Inclusion means excluding those who don’t agree with them.  CRT is 

 based on victims and oppressors. Every group is divided as such. And those subgroups can likewise be 

 divided ad infinitum. CRT’s goal is to divide people.    I will seek out and remove these teachings from 

 the  classroom. The doctrine names are constantly changing but, their philosophy has not. 

 

9)  Social-Emotional Learning/Sex Education:  What is your stance of comprehensive sex ed, including  

 details of LGBTQ sexual relationships being taught in schools K-12? What is your stance on gender  

 neutrality, co-ed bathrooms, trans sports? 

 I am not a homophobe, however, I observed decades ago that homosexuality could never be successful 

 since they could not reproduce. What they doing now is RECRUITING new members.  I saw this 4 years 

 ago on UTC campus at a Drag Queen Show. The entertainers came out and encouraged anyone, regard

 less of age, who wanted to join this exciting lifestyle to see them after the show. I looked around at the 

 students and adolescents in the audience and saw many that the message resonated with.   God created 

 Man and Woman. Allowing men who identify as a woman to use the same facilities and compete directly 

 with women is abhorrent to me. 

 

10)  Problem/Solution: What is your plan to tackle the problem with bullying, child sex crimes and the 

 physical safety of our children? 

 My plan is having smaller class sizes. As a former platoon leader and deck division petty officer I watched 

 for signs of bullying. A teacher with 35 students cannot see, nor have the time to deal with bullying.  

 A teacher with 15 students has a better grasp of intrapersonal dynamics. Bullies need anonymity.  

  A small class gives them no place to hide.   This plan applies to sex crimes and physical safety.  

 Smaller numbers mean greater attention given to each student. 
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Church Voter Guides does not endorse or oppose any candidates for public office or any political party 

Hamilton County 2022 Primary School Board Elections Voter Guide  |  District # 6  |  Jon Baker 

 

11)  School Board Meetings: How can the board make greater accommodations for all citizens who want to 

 participate in school board meetings, including public comments? 

 It is incredible that Board meetings are still held in a room that can only accommodate 40 spectators. 

 We have facilities all over Hamilton County that could seat 200, 300, or 400 people. The technology 

 today in every school can link board members and staff with anything that would be needed.    Public 

 comment should be displayed, real time, on the meeting video screens with a scrolling format like 

 Facebook. Both the board members and the public would be able to see it.    The agenda should be 

 changed to allot 1 hour for citizen’s 5 minutes of comment. Many people are unable to sign up because 

 of the limited number of slots available. 
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Hamilton County 2022 Primary School Board Elections Voter Guide  |  District # 6  |  Ben Connor 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BEN CONNOR 

Candidate Information 

 

 

 

 We made multiple attempts to communicate with Ben Connor; however, the Candidate did not  

 complete the survey by the submission deadline. 

 

Party: Democrat 



Church Voter Guides Sponsors 
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Church Voter Guides Media Partners 
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Notes 
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